<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLUMN SIZE</th>
<th>COLUMN HEIGHT</th>
<th>COLUMN FOOTINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**NOTES**

1. Work this Standard with Standard Index Numbers 0000 and 0005.

2. To determine column (foot) size and footing requirements use the required Sign Identification Number and Sign Height (ft) given in the Table. The Footing Numbers in this Standard are based on the maximum height shown in the Table, and for sign profiles 2 Sign Identification Numbers without any design features. In this event, the Anchor Plate will have to be supported by multiple columns (pairs) using breakaway devices. See Standard Index Number 0005.

3. The Column (Pile) meter should be aluminum. The size is given as outside diameter and will be divided. Columns (piles) larger than 34 x 34 are non-fragile and shall be anchored to breakaway supports and will have concrete foundations and pile beams.

4. The foundation size is given as outside diameter and depth.
   a) For Single Supports: The Column (Pile) shall be driven into the ground to the depth indicated or cut to the required length. For sign profiles with a built-in trim, the total height (D) shall be divided by the available trim and the required trim shall be included in the total depth (D) of the column.
   b) For Breakaway Supports: The Foundation size for Breakaway Supports shall be as shown in the table. The foundation size is the size of the foundation required to support the column. The foundation size shall be determined by dividing the column diameter by 2, and the foundation size shall be equal to or greater than the column diameter divided by 2, but not less than the column diameter.

The Column Size is O.D. (Outside Diameter) of the column. The Foundation Size is O.D. (Outside Diameter) of the column. [A zero O.D. means that a concrete foundation is not necessary.]

---

The table contains data for different column sizes, heights, and footing requirements. Each row in the table represents a different column size and height combination, along with the corresponding footing requirements.